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Important Info 
This document includes 2 - 3 worksheets for Words Their Way, Within Word Spellers, Sorts 7 – 50.  Each 

sort has a fill in the blank worksheet and word sort. Sorts that have several multiple meaning words have 

an additional worksheet that focuses on learning the meaning of each word. Each page contains 2 

worksheets – I have my students fold their pages in half so they can focus on each sheet separately.  

My students are required to complete their worksheet during their weekly independent work.  Each week I 

give students a “to-do” list which tells them what activities they need to complete during the week.  I’ve 

attached this list on the next page.    

In my classroom, I have four different word study groups. Monday is a review day where I briefly meet 

with all students to make sure they know how to sort their words. Then, on the rest of the days, I meet with 

one group per day. When I meet with a group I: 

1. Give them a test, correct it and require them to fix any words they spelled wrong. 

2. Collect their completed work. If they did not finish any work, I send it home. 

3. Give them their new words (I do not photocopy the words, we go through each word one at a time and 

they are required to write the word down on a blank card. This helps to alleviate some of the 

frivolous words I’ve found in the program.) 

4. Give them their work packet. This includes: A “to-do” list, worksheet, and colored paper. 
 

While I’m meeting with a group, the rest of my students are busy completing their “to-do” list. I’ve been 

using Words Their Way in my classroom for five years now and I finally feel my students are learning how 

to spell words using phonics skills AND learning what each word means.  

Establishing the procedures and an appropriate pace take a while!!! When we first get started with 

Word Study, this can take 45 minutes or more each day. But every week it gets quicker and quicker; 

and it’s well worth it because your students will learn a lot.  

If you have any questions about the worksheets or the Words Their Way program, please let me know. I’m 

not an expert, but I’ve spent a lot of time using it and revamping it to meet my students’ needs.   

Lastly, I did not include sorts 1 – 6 because they are picture sorts and focus solely on the sounds.   



  

     

 “To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

1. Sort words 

2. Write words in agenda 

3. Get smiley face 

4. Worksheet 

5. Glue words to colored paper 

6. Word Hunt 

7. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 

“To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

1. Sort words 

2. Write words in agenda 

3. Get smiley face 

4. Worksheet 

5. Glue words to colored paper 

6. Word Hunt 

7. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 

“To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

1. Sort words 

2. Write words in agenda 

3. Get smiley face 

4. Worksheet 

5. Glue words to colored paper 

6. Word Hunt 

7. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 

“To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

1. Sort words 

2. Write words in agenda 

3. Get smiley face 

4. Worksheet 

5. Glue words to colored paper 

6. Word Hunt 

7. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 

“To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

8. Sort words 

9. Write words in agenda 

10. Get smiley face 

11. Worksheet 

12. Glue words to colored paper 

13. Word Hunt 

14. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 

“To-Do” List 

Name ___________________________ 

 

Sort ____________________________ 

1. Sort words 

2. Write words in agenda 

3. Get smiley face 

4. Worksheet 

5. Glue words to colored paper 

6. Word Hunt 

7. Free Time 

a. Spelling City 

b. Magnetic Letters 

c. Test with Buddy 

d. Rainbow Words 



  

To-Do List Information 
While students are working independently during Word Study, they use their “to-do” list to keep them on track. 

After each student takes their test, we discuss their new words and then I pass out their to-do list, worksheets, and 

colored paper. Here’s more information for each step on the to-do list: 

1.  Sort words - They are required to sort their words at their desk. 

2. Write words in agenda - They must record their words in their agenda. (Every Monday my students have Word 

Study homework and since their agenda goes home every night, all they need to bring home with them on Monday 

is their agenda. I used to send home their word cards but it caused a problem because they’d forget to bring 

their words back to school the following day. This step alleviates that problem.)  When writing their words in 

their agenda, they MUST write their words in the specific categories too. At first, they have a difficult time 

drawing the categories in their agenda, but after a few weeks, they get the hang of it.  

3. Get Smiley Face - After they’ve written their words in their agenda, they bring me their agenda so I can check 

their work. If any words are spelled wrong or written in the wrong category, I put a small dot (with a marker) 

next to the word. They need to go back to their desk and fix their word. This step can be challenging at times 

because I’m usually working with another group. If they bring me their agenda and I can’t check their list, I’ll tell 

them to move on to the next step, but when I’m finished working with the current group, they’ll need to bring 

their agenda back to me.  

4. Worksheet - Complete the worksheets for their sort. These are the sheets included in this document.  

5. Glue Words to Colored Paper – I give each student a colored piece of copy paper or construction paper.  They 

are required to make the categories for each sort and then paste each word into the correct category on this 

sheet.  

6. Word Hunt – Students are required to look around the room and in books to find additional words that fit their 

categories. When they find a new word, they need to add it to the correct category on their colored paper. Once 

they have a set number of additional words (usually 5 or 10 – depending upon the sort), they are allowed to go on 

to the next activity. 

7. Free Time – These are optional activities students can do if they finish all their required work (steps 1 – 6).  

a. Spelling City – Go to www.spellingcity.com and search for me (Leah Grasty) as a teacher. When you click on 

my name, you’ll find a list for each sort.  Have students play various games to practice spelling their words.  

b. Magnetic Letters – Get some magnetic letters and put them in a bucket. Let students create their words 

with the magnetic letters. They can stick them to the white board, the front of your desk, or a cookie sheet.  

c. Test with Buddy – Have students give each other a spelling test on their words.  

d. Rainbow Words – Set out markers, crayons, and colored pencils. Let students write their words with 

different colors.  

 

http://www.spellingcity.com/


  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 7 – Short/Long A 

snap last made face 

gate whale sack bath 

rake page make glass 
 

1. Another name for a bag is a ______________. 

2. Do you help your family ______________ the leaves 

that fall to the ground?  

3. A ______________ has a blowhole on top of its 

head.  

4. The opposite of first is ______________.  

5. Draw a smiley ______________ on the back  of your 

paper. 

6. I like to drink my milk out of a ______________. 

7. Open your book and turn to ______________ 27. 

8. Do you know how to ______________ your fingers? 

9. Tonight I will help my mom ______________ dinner 

for our entire family. 

10. Last week, I ______________ breakfast for my dad 

when he wasn’t feeling well. 

11. Make sure you lock the ______________ so the dogs 

don’t get out and run away.  

12. Do you take a shower or a ______________? 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 7 – Short/Long A 

mad glass make fast 

hand what gate snap 

last page came whale 

bat grass face name 

rake mask same sack 
 

Short a (cvc) Long a (cvce) 
 

cat 
 

cake 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? _________________ 

Why? _____________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 8 – Short/Long I 

thin five drive clip 

kick knife mice prize 

stick flip spilled swim 
 

1. What do you use to cut food? A ____________.  

2. I use a paper ____________ to hold papers together.  

3. My family and I like to ____________ in our pool 

during the summer.  

4. The opposite of fat is ____________.  

5. How old do you have to be to ____________ a car? 

6. Oh no, I just ____________ my whole drink.  

7. Another word for a huge ____________ is a branch. 

8. What do ____________ like to eat? Cheese!  

9. My younger brother is only ____________ years old.  

10. I won a cool ____________ at the fair.  

11. My friend can ____________ off our diving board.  

12. Do you know how to play ____________ ball? 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 8 – Short/Long I 

dish stick nine rich 

mice prize knife gift 

hike while flip kick 

clip thin swim nice 

drive give spill dice 
 

Short i (cvc) Long i (cvce) 
 

pig 
 

kite 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? _________________ 

Why? _____________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 9 – Short/Long O 

those whole stove plot 

joke clock hole cone 

broke nose woke bones 
 

1. My mom uses the ____________ to help her cook.  

2. We use a ____________ to tell time.  

3.  Do you eat your ice cream in a ____________ or a 

cup? 

4. What are ____________ kids playing with?  

5. I ____________ up really late this morning.  

6. Oops, I accidentally ____________ my crayon.  

7. Did you see the big ____________ in the ground?  

8. Last night, I ate a ____________ pizza! 

9.  The ____________ of a story is all the events that 

happen during the beginning, middle and end.  

10.  We use our ____________ to help us smell.  

11. Do you know a knock-knock ____________? 

12.  Does your dog like to eat ____________?  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 9 – Short/Long O 

rock pot home joke 

come chop clock stove 

nose some hope those 

plot woke hole rope 
 

Short o (cvc) Long o (cvce) 
 

sock 
 

bone 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

 

Which 2 words are oddballs? _____________________ 

Why? ______________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 10 – Short/Long U 

cube cut plus cute 

drum rude mule bus 

hunt huge June flute 
 

1. The ice ____________ melted really fast in the sun. 

2. Do you ride a ____________ to school?  

3. Six ____________ six equals twelve. 

4. Another word for ____________ is gigantic, 

enormous, or really big. 

5.  What month comes after May but before July? 

____________ 

6. Look at how ____________ that little puppy is!  

7. Please be careful with your scissors, you don’t 

want to accidentally ____________ yourself.  

8. The opposite of nice is ____________.  

9. Did you know that a ____________ is half donkey 

and half horse?  

10.  One type of instrument is a ____________. You use 

sticks to make noise with it.  

11. Another type of instrument is a ____________. You 

blow air into the hole to make pretty sounds.  

12. My dog likes to ____________ for bones he buried in 

the ground.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 10 – Short/Long U 

drum bus cute use 

huge just cube jump 

hunt shut tune plus 

flute mule June put 
 

Short u (cvc) Long u (cvce) 
 

cup 
 

tube 

What sound do 
these words 

have in common? 
 

What sound do 
these words have 

in common? 
 

What spelling 
pattern do these 

words have in 
common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do these 

words have in 
common? 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________ 

Why? ______________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 11 – Short/Long Vowel Review 

wife race note wipe 

cape wax crop skin 

vote lots crab gum 
 

1. A ____________ is an animal you see at the beach. 

2. A married lady is a ____________ 

3. I need to put lotion on my ____________ because it’s 
really dry. 
 

4. The candle’s ____________ was dripping all over the 
table. 
 

5. Instead of writing a letter, you could write your 

friend a quick little ____________. 

6. My brother can blow bubbles with his ____________.  

7. Who won the ____________. The tortoise or the 
hare? 
 

8. Who would you ____________ for classroom 
president? 
 

9. Please ____________ the food off of your face. 

10. I have ____________ of pennies but only a few 
dollars. 

11. Superman wears a _______________! 

12. The _______________ my mom grows in her garden 
is tomatoes. 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 11 – Short/Long Vowel Review 

drum bus wife use 

race just note wipe 

cape wax crop skin 

vote lots crab gum 
 

Short Vowels (cvc) Long Vowels (cvce) 
 

cup 
 

tube 

What sound do 
these words 

have in 
common? 

 
What sound do 

these words have 
in common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do 

these words 
have in 

common? 

 

What spelling 
pattern do these 

words have in 
common? 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 12 – Ends with: ck, ke, k 

spoke block smoke truck 

lick shake kick pack 

wake track sock 
 

 

1. My Dad can _______________ the ball really far! 

2. She _______________ really slow when she was 

reading the story aloud.  

3. The monster _______________ makes a loud noise. 

4. If you _______________ a can of soda, make sure 

you don’t open it for a while! 

5. The _______________ from the campfire got into my 

eyes and it hurt.  

6. That _______________ belongs to the baby. She likes 

to stack them on top of each other.  

7.  The race cars go around the race _______________ 

really fast. 

8. In the morning, I like to _______________ up and 

watch TV before getting ready for school.  

9. Have you seen my missing _______________? I can 

find one, but not the other.  

10. Make sure you _______________ your lunch for the 

field trip tomorrow. 

11. The dog likes to _______________ ice cream from 

my cone.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 12 – Ends with: ck, ke, k 

kick pack take look 

like lick took strike 

lock cook shake smoke 

duck truck spoke brake 

bike sock sick  

 

ck ke k 

  

 

What sound does ck 
make? 

What sound does ke 
make? 

What sound does k 
make? 

  
 

If the word ends with ck, does it have a long or short 

vowel sound before it? _______________________ 

If the word ends with ke, does it have a long or short 

vowel sound before it? _______________________ 

If the word ends with k, what 2 letters come before it? 

_________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 13 – Short/Long A (a_e & ai) 

tale rain blame brain 

frame space paint tail 

faint place train chain 

 

1. My brother always tries to _______________ 

everything on me. 

2. The desert is a very dry place because it doesn’t 

_______________ there very often. 

3. The ball hit the picture and ended up breaking the 

_______________. 

4. A _______________ makes a loud noise. Choo, Choo! 

5. McDonald’s is my favorite _______________ to eat. 

6. I love to _______________ pictures in Art class. 

7. I am very smart because I have a large 

_______________! 

8. Another name for a story is a _______________. 

9. The cat’s _______________ was longer than the 

dog’s _______________. 

10. Have you ever seen anyone pass out or 

_______________? 

11. The dog’s leash was made out of _______________. 

12. Aliens live in outer _______________! 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 13 – Short/Long A (a_e & ai) 

space tale rain tail 

frame mane brain place 

blame paint said chain 

train faint paste snail 
 

a_e ai 

  

What sound do all these 
words make? 

What sound do all these 
words make?  

  

What spelling pattern do 
they have in common? 

What spelling pattern do 
they have in common? 

  

 

Which word is an oddball? __________________________ 
 

Why? ______________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 14 – Long 0 (o_e, oa) 

hole rode chose soap 

float boat road goal 

coat load whole toad 
 

1. I _______________ my bike to my friend’s house 

after school.  

2. Make sure you don’t throw the ball into the 

_______________. 

3. My shirt ripped and now there’s a huge 

_______________ in it. 

4. Did you really eat the _______________ pizza last 

night? 

5. I like to help my mom _______________ the 

dishwasher with dirty dishes.  

6. My teacher _______________ me to say the Pledge 

of Allegiance in front of the whole school.  

7. Ouch, I accidentally got _______________ in my eye. 

8. A _______________ is very similar to a frog.  

9. It’s a lot of fun to _______________ in the pool.  

10. A canoe is a type of _______________. 

11. My mom always makes sure I have my 

_______________ on when it’s cold outside.  

12. I scored a ______________ during our soccer game.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 14 – Long O (o_e, oa) 

rode road foam stone 

float load chose boat 

goal slope goat whole 

hole soap love toad 

 

o_e oa 

  

What sound do all these 
words make? 

What sound do all these 
words make?  

  

What spelling pattern do 
they have in common? 

What spelling pattern do 
they have in common? 

  

 

Which word is an oddball? __________________________ 

 

Why? ______________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 15 – Long U (u_e, ui, oo) 

prune build broom bruise 

suit mood smooth fruit 

tooth juice bloom cube 

 

1. A Kleenex box has a shape of a _______________. 

2. Flowers always _______________ in Spring.  

3. My favorite kind of _______________ is lemonade. 

4. Today I lost one _______________ while I was 

eating an apple! 

5. My Uncle wore a nice _______________ at the 

wedding. 

6. Did you know that a dried plum is a 

_______________? 

7. The antonym of _______________ is rough. 

8. I always sweep the kitchen floor with a 

_______________.  

9. What is your favorite type of _______________? 

10.  The workers were going to _______________ a new 

school. 

11. I hit my leg on the table and now I have a huge 

_______________.  

12. Are you in a happy or sad _______________? 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 15 – Long U (u_e, ui, oo) 

cube food fruit build 

dude bloom smooth suit 

juice bruise prune broom 

mood spoon tooth mute 
 

u_e oo ui 

   

What sound do these 

words have in 

common? 

What sound do these 

words have in 

common? 

What sound do these 

words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling do 

these words have in 

common? 

What spelling do 

these words have in 

common? 

What spelling do 

these words have in 

common? 

   

 

Which word is an oddball? ___________________________ 

 

Why? __________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 16 – Long E (ea, ee) 

teeth bean seem feet 

clean week weak teach 

heats been speak sleep 

 

1. Can you _______________ your little brother how to 

tie his shoes, please? 

2. There are seven days in a _______________. 

3. The antonym for strong is _______________. 

4. What is your favorite kind of candy? A jelly 

_______________ or chocolate? 

5. Where have you _______________? I’ve ____________ 

looking for you for an hour! 

 

6. What time do you go to _______________ at night? 

7. The sun _______________ the air, land and water. 

8. You _______________ to be really tired today. 

9. Last year, I lost three _______________ and the 

Tooth Fairy gave me a dollar for each one. 

10. Make sure you wear thick socks to keep your 

_______________ warm. 

11. You’ll need to _______________ loud enough so 

everyone can hear your answer. 

12. Don’t forget to _______________ up your mess. 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 16 – Long E (ea, ee) 

seem sweep eat clean 

keep teeth heat weak 

green feet team leaf 

sleep week speak teach 

been bean speed treat 
 

ee ea 

  

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

  

 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________________ 

 

Why? __________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 16 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

week   

weak   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

been   

bean   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

teeth   

feet   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 16 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

week   

weak   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

been   

bean   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

teeth   

feet   
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 17 – Long E (ea, ee) & Short E (ea) 

reach each trees bread 

head east lead steam 

dreams street lead beach 

 

1.  Make sure you give _______________ person a 

cupcake. 

2.  Your pencil is made of wood, an eraser and 

_______________. 

3.  Will you please _______________ the class to the 

cafeteria? 

4. Do you eat the crust on a piece of _______________? 

5. _______________, shoulders, knees and toes! 

6. What is the name of the _______________ you live 

on? 

7. How many _______________ do you see outside? 

8. When water gets really hot it turns into 

_______________. 

9. What direction is opposite west? _______________ 

10. Can you _______________ really high and touch the 

sky? 

11. Good night, sweet _______________! 

12. I love going to the _______________ and building 

huge sandcastles!  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 17 – Long E (ea, ee) & Short E (ea) 

dead trees each head 

street reach seat queen 

bread breath sweet lead 

great beach steam lead 
 

Short e (ea) Long e (ea) Long e (ee) 

 

 

 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

 
 

 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

 
 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________________ 

 

Why? __________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 18 – Review of Vowel Pairs  
(ai, oa, ee, ea) 

throat thread sheets dread 

coast neat leak deaf 

read meant moan cream 

 

1. I’m not feeling well, my _______________ hurts.  

2. I don’t think he _______________ to kick you. It was 

an accident.  

3. Can you hand me three _______________ of paper? 

4. What is your favorite flavor of ice _____________?  

5. If you really dislike going to the dentist, you could 

say that you _______________ going.  

6. _______________ is the string you use when you 

sew clothing together.  

7. What is the title of your favorite book to 

_______________?  

8. Do you _______________ and groan when your 

teacher tells you to get to work? 

9. Another word for the seashore is _______________. 

10.  If someone cannot hear, they are _______________. 

11.  My juice box had a _______________ in it and now 

my lunchbox is all wet.  

12.  An antonym for messy is _______________.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 18 – Review of Vowel Pairs 

(ai, oa, ee, ea) 

wait read need beast 

toast wheel sheep leak 

coast trail deaf three 

neat moan sheets meant 

rail cheek pea throat 

dread cream sail thread 
 

Long A (ai) Long O (oa) 

 

 

Long E (ee) Long E (ea) 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 19 – Long A (ai, ay, a_e) 
trade raise brave gray 

praise pray they gain 

May stay clay grain 
 

1. If you know the answer, please _______________ 

your hand.  

2. I do not weigh enough, so my doctor said I need 

to _______________ some weight.  

3. My birthday is in _______________.  

4. I always read a book and _______________ before I 

go to bed.  

5. The antonym for come is _______________.  

6. Did you know bread and cereal are made from 

_______________?  

7. The antonym for scared is _______________.  

8. Can we _______________ candy? I like your flavor 

more than I like mine.  

9. What is your favorite color? Mine is 

_______________.  

10.  Have you ever used _______________ in Art class 

to make a sculpture? 

11.  When my dog listens to us, we give her lots and 

lots of _______________.  

12. What are _______________ doing?  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 19 – Long A (ai, ay, a_e) 

day trade nail stay 

raise grain brave play 

clay they tray may 

gray aid say shape 
 

ai ay a_e 

 

 

 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

 
 

 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

What spelling 

pattern do these 

words have? 

 
 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________________ 

 

Why? __________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 20 – Long O (oa, ow, o_e) 
wrote roam loaf clothes 

coach close globe roasted 

flow grow throw know 

 

1.  Please make sure you ____________ the door.  

2. T-shirts, sweatshirts, and pants, are all types of 

____________.  

3. I ____________ a letter to Santa and told him how 

well I’ve behaved this year.  

4. Do you ____________ the answer to the question? 

5. My Dad bought a ____________ of bread at the 

grocery store last night.  

6. A ____________ is like a map, but it’s a sphere 

instead of flat.   

7. My dogs like to wander around the yard. Instead, 

of saying wander you could say ____________.  

8. Can you ____________ the ball really far?  

9. My football ____________ always tries to help me 

become a better player.  

10. Does water in a river ____________ north or 

south? 

11. Can a plant ____________ if it doesn’t get water? 

12. Have you ever ____________ marshmallows?  

13. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 20 – Long O (oa, ow, o_e) 

froze coal show roam 

slow globe coach blow 

grow whose snow roast 

flow throw row close 

oat mow know wrote 
 

o_e oa ow 

 

 

 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

 
 

 

 

Which word is an oddball? ___________________________ 

 

Why? _________________________________________________ 
 

Which two words have a beginning letter that's silent? 
 

________________ and __________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 21 – Long U (ew, ue) 
sew few knew truth 

dew screw blue true 

due flew blew cruel 

 

1. My favorite color is ____________.  

2. Instead of saying you only have a bit of candy, 

you could say you only have a ___________ pieces. 

3. The birds ____________ south for the winter. 

4. The wind ____________ really hard during the 

storm. 

5. Another word for being mean is ____________. 

6. The opposite of ____________ is false.  

7. If you lie, you’re not telling the ____________. 

8. Your homework is ____________ tomorrow. 

9. When the grass is wet in the morning, that’s 

called morning ____________. 

10. You have to ____________ the cap on the bottle or 

the soda will spill out.  

11.  When you make clothes, you have to 

____________ the pieces of fabric together.  

12. I ____________ the answer to the question.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 21 – Long U (ew, ue) 

new blue truth grew 

do chew sew due 

few flew glue knew 

stew true blew dew 

crew screw clue cruel 
 

ew ue 

  

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

  

What spelling pattern do all 

these words have in common? 

What spelling pattern do all 

these words have in common? 

  

 

Oddballs 
(write the word and explain why) 

1. 2. 3. 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 22 – Long I (i_e, igh, y) 
night sigh twice sight 

flight right write high 

shy might why bright 

 

1. Do you write with your ____________ hand or 

your left hand? 

2. Are you going to ____________ Santa a letter? 

3. The antonym for day is ____________. 

4. If you see something beautiful, you can say, 

“Wow, what a beautiful ____________”! 

5. Another word for being smart is  ____________. 

6. If someone tells you to do something ___________, 

it means you need to do it two times. 

7. If you are ____________ then you probably don’t 

like being the center of attention. 

8. My mom says I always let out a loud ____________ 

when she tells me it’s time for bed. 

9. ____________ do giraffes have long necks? 

10.  The cat got stuck really ____________ in the tree. 

11. I ____________ go to McDonald’s for dinner. 

12.  The airplane ____________ went really quick. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 22 – Long I (i_e, igh, y) 

white might why live 

twice high night cry 

bright flight fight quite 

write right shy try 

sigh sight fine fly 
 

i_e igh -y 

   

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 

these words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling 

pattern do they 

have in common? 

What spelling 

pattern do they 

have in common? 

What spelling 

pattern do they 

have in common? 

   

 

Which word is an oddball? ___________________________ 

 

Why? _________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 23 – Long I & O (vcc) 

most wind wind both 

comb kind mild wild 

cold post scolded mind 

 

1. The ____________ blew the leaves out of our yard 

2. You need to ____________ the toy up before it’ll 

work correctly. 

3. I like to eat salsa that has a ____________ flavor. 

That means it doesn’t have a hot taste. 

4. When my mom found out I didn’t do my chores 

last week, she ____________ me. 

5. The summer is hot and winter is ____________. 

6. I don’t want just one popsicle, I want ___________ 

7. Do you ____________ if I borrow your pencil? 

8. The opposite of least is ____________. 

9. Have you ever been to the ____________ office to 

mail a letter or package? 

10. If you are nice, you’re also ____________. 

11. My little brother is ____________ and crazy! 

12. Another word for brush is ____________. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 23 – Long I & O (vcc) 

find most told cold 

wild child kind both 

mind blind wind roll 

scold gold post ghost 

friend mild bold comb 
 

Long I (vcc) Long O (vcc) 

  

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

What sound do all these words 

have in common? 

  

What spelling pattern do they 

have in common? 

What spelling pattern do they 

have in common? 

  

 

Which word is an oddball? ___________________________ 

 

Why? _________________________________________________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 24 – Review: Long Vowels 

tone steep clue bind 

slide soak drew bleed 

pool feast dry crow 
 

1.  My favorite thing to do at the park is go down the 

____________. 

2. My little sister ____________ a picture of a bird. 

3. When you go sledding, you need to find a hill that’s 

____________.; that way you’ll go fast! 

4. You can ____________ (or tie) a bunch of pencils 

together with a rubber band. 

5. We are going to have a huge ____________ with lots of 

food to celebrate Thanksgiving.  

6. A ____________ is a noisy, black bird. 

7. I can always tell if my mom is mad at me by the 

____________ in her voice.  

8. If I gave you information to help you during a game, 

that would be a ____________.  

9. If you fall and scrape your knee, you’ll probably 

____________.  

10.  If I get a spot on my shirt, my mom will ____________ 

it in water to try and get it out.  

11.  I love swimming in the ____________! 

12.  The antonym for wet is ____________.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 24 – Review: Long Vowels 

sold bleed wave glow 

hold grind steep sneak 

tone slide clue dry 

bind school scene crow 

drew jail soak pool 

feast light way  
 

CVCC CVVC 

  

CV/CVV CVCe 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 25 – ar, are, air 

hare hair pair bear 

fare wear pear bare 

fair where pare stare 

 

1. I’m going to get my ____________ cut tonight.  

2. Another word for rabbit is ____________.  

3. ____________ are you going? 

4. What costume are you going to ____________ for 

Halloween?  

5. My favorite fruit is a ____________.  

6. I can’t find my ____________ of socks. 

7. You ____________ an apple by cutting off all the 

skin.  

8. It’s not ____________ if I get 5 pieces of candy 

and you only get 3.  

9. How much you pay for a ticket to ride something 

is known as the ____________.  

10.   The paper had nothing written on it, so you 

could say it was ____________. 

11. Have you ever seen a real ____________ before? I 

saw one at the zoo. 

12.   It’s not polite to ____________ at people.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 25 – ar, are, air 

part dark care bare 

hair stair pear heart 

start shark pare fare 

fair wear harm stare 

hare pair bear where 

sharp square chair  
 

ar are air 

   

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

   

 

Oddballs 

   

  ----- 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 25 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

bare   

bear   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

stare   

stair   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

fair   

fare   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 25 – Multiple Meaning Words: 2 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

where   

wear   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

pear   

pair   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

hare   

hair   
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 26 – er, ear, eer 

peer clerk  hear fear 

herd here near term 

dear deer germs heard 

 

1. The opposite of _______________ is far.  

2. When I write a letter, I always start with the 

word _______________. 

3.  A president’s _______________ is 4 years long.  

4. Someone who is your same age or in the same 

class as you, is known as your _______________ .   

5. Can you _______________ what she is saying?  

6. Do you see the herd of _______________ standing 

in the field?  

7.  I _______________ my mom say she’s going to give 

me $100! 

8. The store _______________ was very nice because 

she gave me a sticker. 

9. Don’t spread your yucky  ____________  to others.   

10.  There was a _______________ of sheep standing 

in the field.  

11. Can you come over  _______________, please? 

12.  I’m afraid of spiders, so that means I have a 

_______________ of spiders. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 26 – er, ear, eer 

her hear deer heard 

there perch herd fear 

steer earth learn here 

peer spear fern germ 

clear near dear clerk 

term year cheer  
 

er ear eer 

   

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

What spelling pattern 
do they have in 

common? 

   

 

Oddballs & ear=ur 

   

  ----- 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 26 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

here   

hear   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

herd   

heard   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

deer   

dear   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 26 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

here   

hear   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

herd   

heard   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

deer   

dear   
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 27 – ir, ire, ier 

tired crier hired pliers 

twirl first tire shirt 

fliers  fire chirp thirsty 
 

1. _______________, second, third.  

2. I didn’t sleep very well last night, so I’m really 

_______________ today. 

3. The hot sun is making me very _______________. 

4. I accidentally ran over a nail with my bike and 

now my _______________ is flat.  

5. We get a lot of _______________ in the mail about 

different sales and businesses opening up.  

6. My mom just got a new job! This means the 

company _______________ her.  

7. Baby birds make this noise in their nest. 

_______________ 

8. I used the _______________ to get the screw loose.  

9.  A person who cries, is called a _______________.  

10. I’m wearing my favorite t- _______________. 

11. I like to roast marshmallows over the 

camp_______________. 

12. A ballerina likes to _______________ a lot when 

she’s dancing.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 27 – ir, ire, ier 

girl fir fire drier 

fur first whirl wire 

pliers their dirt swirl 

tire flier third thirst 

hire crier bird chirp 

birth skirt shirt twirl 
 

ir ire ier 

   

What sound do all these 
words have in common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling pattern do 
they have? 

What spelling 
pattern do they 

have? 

What spelling 
pattern do they 

have? 

   

 

Oddballs 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 27 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

hire   

higher   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

tire   

tired   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

fur   

fir   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 27 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

hire   

higher   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

tire   

tired   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

fur   

fir   
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 28 – or, ore, oar, w+or 

soar bored north oar 

sore wore board door 

corn worm shore world 
 

1. I get  _______________ when I have nothing to do. 

2. I love to ride my skate _______________. 

3. The birds _______________ high in the sky. 

4. Ouch, my leg is really _______________.  

5. I _______________ my new jacket to school.  

6. The _______________ wiggles on the sidewalk. 

7. The opposite of south is _______________. 

8. A globe or map shows you what the 

_______________ looks like.  

9. Have you ever used an _______________ to paddle 

a boat?  

10.  I love walking along the sea _______________ and 

looking for seashells.  

11. Please close the _______________ so the bugs 

don’t come inside.  

12. Did you know _______________ is a type of 

vegetable? 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 28 – or, ore, oar, w+or 

form more board work 

four fork store roar 

word floor horn shore 

oar world door north 

tore soar worm corn 

wore storm sore bored 
 

or ore 

  

oar w+or 

  

 

Oddballs 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 28 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

sore   

soar   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

for   

four   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

board   

bored   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 28 – Multiple Meaning Words: 1 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

sore   

soar   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

for   

four   

 

 Sentence/Meaning Picture 

board   

bored   
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 29 – ur, ure, ur_e 

curl burst cure churn 

nurse purr urge hurl 

blurt curb sure curse 
 

1. If you have an _______________ to do something, 

it means you want to do it.  

2. My cat likes to _______________up into a ball and 

take a nap.  

3. What sound does a cat make? _______________ 

4. Please don’t _______________ out the answer. 

5. Saying a _______________ word is not being a 

good citizen.  

6. In order to make ice cream or butter, you need 

to _______________ (or shake) the ingredients 

together.  

7. Pay attention so you don’t fall over the sidewalk 

_______________.! 

8. The _______________ for being sleepy is to get 

more sleep.  

9. We filled the water balloon with so much water 

that it eventually _______________! 

10.  To throw something with all your strength, 

means to _______________ it.  

11.  I went to see the _______________ because my 

stomach hurt really bad.  

12.  Are you _______________ I can have your cookie? 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 29 – ur, ure u_e 

turn burst sure curve 

were burn churn lure 

nurse hurt surf pure 

purse curl purr cure 

curse urge church curb 

hurl blurt   
 

ur ure ur_e 

   

What sound do all these 
words have in common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

What sound do all 
these words have in 

common? 

   

What spelling pattern do 
they have? 

What spelling 
pattern do they 

have? 

What spelling 
pattern do they 

have? 

   

 

Oddballs 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 30 – ar, or, Schwa + r 

sir worth hoarse hard 

earn yarn horse bore 

core boar pearl spurs 
 

1. A man is known as a mister or _______________. 

2. If you’re sick and you lose your voice, you’re 

_______________. 

3. Have you ever gone _______________ back riding? 

4. How much is dime _______________? Ten cents.  

5. A person who knits needs _______________. 

6. Watching Barney will _______________ me.  

7. A wild pig is also known as a _______________.  

8. The cowboy had _______________ on the back of 

his boots.  

9. Do you eat the _______________ (or the middle 

part) of an apple? 

10. The opposite of soft is _______________.  

11.  My mom has a beautiful _______________ necklace. 

12.  How much money did you _______________from 

your lemonade stand? 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 30 – ar, or, Schwa + r 

jar earn thorn search 

warm hoarse hard pearl 

horse worth core worn 

worst chore snore warn 

sir yarn spur score 

lurk march bore boar 
 

ar or Schwa + r 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 31 – Long o, oi, oy 

moist broil boil coin 

soy joy joints soil 

coil oil cloak loan 
 

1. Did you know another name for legume is 

_______________ bean? 

2. Another word for happy is _______________.  

3. To cook something at a the hottest temperature 

in the oven is known as _______________. 

4. In order to cook spaghetti, you need to  

_______________ the water.  

5. Another word for a big winter coat that is worn 

like a shawl is called a _______________.  

6. Another word for dirt is _______________.  

7. If something is damp, it’s also _______________. 

8. A synonym for borrow is _______________.  

9. Sometimes you need to cook with butter or 

_______________ 

10.  A quarter is a type of a _______________. 

11.  Your bones bend because of your ______________ 

12.  When something is wound tightly into spirals, 

it’s called a _______________. Like the springs in a 

bed. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 31 – Long o, oi, oy 

point whole soil noise 

soy spoil join coil 

joy foil moist joint 

boil toy voice coin 

broil cloak choke oil 

stole choice loan bowl 
 

Long o oi oy 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 32 – oo (good & soon) 
route roots wool roost 

groom soot fool brook 

hoop crook hood troop 
 

1.  Another word for a bad guy is a _______________. 

2. The way you go is known as the _______________. 

3. Are a tree’s _______________ above ground or 

below? They’re below! 

4. Are you in a Boy Scout _______________? 

5. Another word for a small stream is a ___________ 

6. The black smoke that sometimes comes out of a 

truck is known as _______________. 

7. Another word for goof around is ______________. 

8. A place where birds sleep or rest is known as 

their _______________.  

9. The bride and _____________ are getting married. 

10.  The shepherd grooms the sheep’s _____________. 

11.  The car’s engine is under the _______________. 

12. In basketball, you need to throw the ball through 

the _______________ to get a point.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 32 – oo (good & soon) 

cool crook fool wood 

could noon groom hood 

root stood tool hook 

troop route hoop should 

brook stool proof wool 

would soot roost  
 

good soon 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 33 – au, aw, o 

hawk pause shawl fault 

cloth straw taught frost 

haul dawn vault laugh 
 

1.  Use your _______________ to drink your soda.  

2. Do you _______________ at funny jokes?  

3. A _______________ is a big bird.  

4. A _______________ is a type of scarf worn over 

the shoulders.  

5. It’s not my ____________ that the toy got broken! 

6. Can you put the movie on _______________ while I 

make some popcorn?  

7. _______________ is the time of day when the sun is 

rising. Dusk is when the sun sets.  

8. The bank had a huge _______________ where they 

lock up money. It’s like a huge safe.  

9. Will you grab an old _______________ and help me 

clean up the mess? 

10. I _______________ my little sister how to tie her 

shoes.  

11.  We had to start the car early so the ___________ 

would disappear on the windows.  

12.  Another word for _______________ is to bring.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 33 – au, aw o 

saw cause lawn caught 

paws straw fault law 

claw sauce taught draw 

laugh haul pause song 

frost hawk crawl dawn 

cross vault shawl cloth 
 

au aw o 

  

 

 
 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________ 
 

Why? _________________________________________________ 

Created by: Grasty’s Goodies on TpT 



Name ___________________ 

Yellow 34 – wa, al, ou 

bald chalk bought swat 

thought ought brought stall 

wasp small wand though 
 

1.  Do you like to draw on the sidewalk with 

_______________?  

2. If you have no hair on your head, you’re 

_______________.  

3. I _______________ a new pair of shoes last night. 

4. I _______________ my favorite toy with me to 

school today! 

5. An antonym for huge is _______________.  

6. The _______________ almost stung me.  

7. Make sure you lock the bathroom _______________ 

8. You _______________ to make the right choice all 

the time.  

9. I had to _______________ at the wasp because I 

thought it was going to sting me.  

10.  I _______________ you said you weren’t coming to 

school today? 

11. Even _______________ I don’t like meatloaf, I’ll 

still eat it because I’m starving! 

12.  The magician had a _______________ in his hand.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 34 – wa, al, ou 

watch small thought walk 

salt wash though calm 

bought wand talk stalk 

bald wasp fought swap 

chalk stall ought swat 

brought cough also almost 
 

wa al ou 

  

 

 
 

Which word is an oddball? _____________________ 
 

Why? _________________________________________________ 

Created by: Grasty’s Goodies on TpT 



 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 35 – ou, ow 

plow scout clown found 

growl round gown town  

drown frown shout tough 
 

1.  I heard the dog _______________ so I guess it’s 

not very nice.  

2. A long, fancy dress is called a _______________. 

3. An antonym for whisper is _______________.  

4. If you don’t know how to swim, you might 

_______________.  

5. The farmer needed to _______________ his crops.  

6. I am a Girl _______________.  

7. Another word for a small city is _______________.  

8. A smile is not a _______________.  

9. Look, I ______________ two dollars on the ground! 

10.  I saw a _______________ at the circus last night.  

11.  If something is _______________ it’s not easy. 

12.  The opposite of straight is _______________.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 35 – ou, ow 

out how cloud clown 

growl round down tough 

ground brown owl found 

shout drown rough frown 

gown mouth plow south 

through couch scout town 
 

ou ow 

  

 
 

Oddballs 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 36 – Silent Letters (kn, wr, gn) 

wring wreck knob knead 

wreath gnaw knack knelt 

wrap wrong rings gnat 
 

1. My dog likes to _______________ on his bones.  

2. Use the door _______________ to close the door. 

3. If the towel is soaking wet, _______________ it out 

to try and get some of the water out of it.  

4. Will you answer the phone if it _______________? 

5. I _______________ on the ground to help my friend 

tie his shoelaces.  

6. Do you hang a Christmas _______________ on your 

front door?  

7.  Another word for a car accident is a 

_______________.  

8. If you know how to do something well, then you 

have the _______________ of it.  

9. Make sure you _______________ the dough well 

before baking with it.  

10.  A _______________ is like a tiny mosquito. 

11. The opposite of correct is _______________.  

12. I like to help my mom _______________ presents. 

 

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 36 – Silent Letters (kn, wr, gn) 

knife write gnat rap 

knack wreck known wrist 

knot gnaw ring wrap 

knob knit wren wrong 

knight knead kneel knelt 

knee wreath wring gnome 

 

kn wr gn 

  

 

What letter is silent What letter is silent What letter is silent? 

  
 

 

What two words are oddballs? _______________________________ 

Why? ________________________________________________________ 

Created by: Grasty’s Goodies on TpT 



Name ___________________ 

Yellow 37 – Triple R Blends (scr, str, spr) 

strap scream scram screen 

stretch strange strict strength 

sprout scrape struck sprained 
 

1. Don’t touch the TV  _______________ , you could get 

it dirty or break it.  

2. My parents are very _______________. The make me 

do a lot of chores around the house.  

3. When you see a plant start to grow above 

ground, it has started to _______________. 

4. Another word for hit is _______________.  

5. An antonym for whisper is _______________.  

6. Ouch, I think I ______________ my ankle when I fell. 

7. Did you know you’re supposed to _______________ 

your muscles before you exercise? 

8. I told the raccoons that were eating our garbage 

to _______________! 

9. If you are very strong, you have a lot of 

_______________.  

10.  Oh no, the _______________ on my backpack broke. 

11.  If something is not normal, it is _______________. 

12.  If you’re going to repaint something, you need to 

_______________ the old paint off first.   

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 37 – Triple R Blends (scr, str, spr) 

screen strong spring strange 

spray scram sprain strap 

strict stress scream scrap 

sprout scrape string stripe 

struck spread scratch stream 

straight stretch strength --- 

 

scr str spr 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 38 – thr, shr, squ 

shrink threw through squint 

shrank squeak shrub squawk 

throne thrilling throw thrown 
 

1. If you put your sweater in the dryer, it might      

_______________.  

2. Oh no, my sweater _______________ in the dryer! 

3. A king sits on a _______________.  

4. The ball was accidentally _______________ through 

the window.  

5. Can you _______________ me a new glue stick? 

6. My sister _______________ her old pair of sneakers 

in the garbage.  

7. Make sure you walk _______________ the door.  

8. If you can’t see something very well, you’ll need 

to close your eyes a little bit and _______________.  

9. For some people, going on a roller coaster is very 

exciting or _______________.  

10.  Another word for a bush is a _______________. 

11.  What sound does a ruby ducky make? 

_______________! 

12. The crows love to _______________ right outside 

my bedroom window.  

 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 38 – thr, shr, squ 

three shred square shrink 

throw throne squint threw 

shrank through squish thrown 

squash shriek squeeze thrill 

shrimp squirt squeak threat 

squirm shrub squawk shrunk 

 

thr shr squ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 39 – Hard and Soft (c & g) 

code guilt cub calf 

cease cent germs cell 

guide giant gist goose 

 

1. Another word that means stop is _______________.  

2. If you understand something, then you have the 

_______________ of it.  

3. If you do something wrong, then you feel a lot of 

_______________ afterwards for not making a 

better choice.  

4. The antonym of tiny is _______________. 

5. Do have your own _______________ phone? 

6. A penny is worth one _______________. 

7. Another word for a baby cow is a _______________.  

8. A baby bear is called _______________.  

9. Do you know the secret _______________? 

10.  If there is only one, you call it a _______________, 

but if there’s more than one, then you call them 

geese.  

11. What makes you sick? _______________! 

12.  The ______________ gave us a tour of the museum.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 39 – Hard and Soft (c & g) 

city card giant gave 

cease guilt code gem 

gym golf goose cart 

guess cell cub germ 

guest cent calf guide 

gist circle center cough 

 

Hard C Soft C 

  

Hard G Soft G 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 40 – Final E: -ce, -ve, -se, -ze 

prince piece peace solve 

prove loose seize glance 

tease lose glove chance 

 

1.  This word means to capture: _______________ 

2. The princess is married to the _______________.  

3. Do you know how to _______________ the problem? 

4. Can I have a _______________ of pizza?  

5. The antonym of conflict is _______________.  

6. My tooth is _______________ and will fall out soon! 

7. If you don’t finish, you’ll _______________ the race. 

8. Can I have another _______________ to make the 

right choice?  

9. My brother loves to _______________ me about the 

way I dance.  

10.  To look at something quickly means to take a 

_______________.  

11.  I can’t find my _______________. I really need it 

because it helps my hands stay warm.  

12.  You need to _______________ it to me by counting 

to 1,000please ! Then I’ll believe you.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 40 – Final E: -ce, -ve, -se, -ze 

chance move please freeze 

tease leave glove choose 

dance fence shove loose 

glance piece cheese peace 

prince solve bounce prove 

house snooze twelve seize 

 

-ce -ve 

  

-se -ze 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 41 – dge, ge 

judge badge rage dodge 

bulge charge hedge change 

plunge lodge fudge --- 

 

1. My teacher is in _______________ of the class.  

2. Being super angry, is having  ______________. 

3. A _______________ is a building that reminds me of 

a log cabin. 

4.  If you go to court, the _______________ will decide 

if you’re guilty or not.  

5. To _______________means to get out of the way.  

6. Have you ever seen a caterpillar _______________ 

into a butterfly? 

7. _______________ is a type of delicious, soft candy.  

8. A _______________ is a row of bushes that grow 

really close to each other.  

9. If your toilet gets clogged, you’ll need to 

_______________ it with a plunger.  

10.  A police officer wears a _______________. 

11.  If my backpack is overflowing with things, they 

will start to _______________ out.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 41 – dge, ge 

edge age large badge 

stage charge range ridge 

rage cage pledge bulge 

lodge fudge huge change 

judge bridge ledge sponge 

dodge hedge plunge surge 

 

-dge -ge 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 42 – tch, ch 

witch which match crunch 

coach pitch sketch hutch 

porch torch rich fetch 

 

1.  A _______________ is like a flashlight, but it has a 

real flame.  

2. A _______________ is a quick drawing.  

3. My mom keeps all her really nice plates in a 

_______________.  

4. A _______________ is a scarey lady who rides a 

broom.  

5. _______________ way do we need to go? 

6. If you have a lot of money, you are ______________. 

7. In baseball, the pitcher _______________ the ball.  

8. I like to sit on the swing on our front ____________ 

9. When I step on the leaves, they go ______________! 

10.  My dog will _______________ the ball if you throw 

it far. 

11.  My soccer _______________ teaches me how to play 

soccer. 

12.  We used a _______________ to light the candles. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 42 – tch, ch 

catch reach lunch coach 

bench witch pitch beach 

torch gulch speech which 

sketch screech roach fetch 

match branch porch crunch 

hutch rich switch much 

 

-tch -ch 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 43 – a-, be- 

alive ago afraid beyond 

behind asleep below again 

along about believe because 

 

1. A long time _____________ people didn’t have cell 

phones. 

2. Do you _____________ in Santa Claus?  

3. Make sure you don’t go _____________ the shallow 

end of the pool. The deep end is too deep for you. 

4. The antonym of in front of is _____________. 

5. The opposite of above of is _____________. 

6. If you’re awake, you’re not _____________. 

7. I had fun at the birthday party _____________ we 

got to play lots of games.  

8. I’m _____________ to finish reading my first 

chapter book.  

9. If something is _____________, it’s not dead. 

10.  Can we play that game _____________? Please! 

11. When we go hiking, we walk _____________ the path. 

12.  Another word for scared is _____________.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 43 – a-, be- 

away before again because 

ago between around begin 

believe about alive become 

beyond ahead beside across 

below asleep afraid began 

behind above along  

 

a- be- 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 44 - Contractions 

wouldn’t don’t he’ll who’ll 

might’ve they’ll aren’t should’ve 

hasn’t this’ll doesn’t weren’t 

 

1. She _____________ want to go to the party.  

2.  We _____________ have any lemonade left. 

3. Do you know _____________ come to the sleepover? 

4. It _____________ been better if we went to the 

restaurant before we went to the park.  

5. Do you know if _____________ want a hamburger or 

hot dog for lunch? 

6. We _____________ going to the movies tonight, 

instead we’re going to dinner.  

7. This contraction means this will: _____________ 

8. This contraction means has not: _____________ 

9. This contraction means were not: _____________ 

10.  This contraction means they will: _____________ 

11.  This contraction means should have: ____________ 

12.  This contraction means would not: _____________ 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 44 - Contractions 

couldn’t who’s could’ve they’ll 

wouldn’t there’s would’ve that’ll 

aren’t here’s should’ve this’ll 

weren’t where’s might’ve she’ll 

doesn’t he’ll hasn’t you’ll 

don’t what’s who’ll  

 

not is 

  

have will 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 45 – Plural Endings (-s & -es) 

pieces taxes flashes badges 

speeches months bushes inches 

wishes coaches bosses stitches 
 

1. I got a really bad cut on my finger and I had to 

get eight _____________.  

2. How many _____________ long is a ruler? 12. 

3. _____________ are money you have to pay to the 

government to make the community run.  

4. The _____________ of a company are the people 

who are in charge.  

5. I have three soccer _____________ who teach me 

how to play soccer.  

6. I don’t like it when my sister _____________ the 

flashlight in my eyes.  

7. My teacher made us give _____________ about what 

we want to be when we grow up.  

8. How many _____________ are in one year? 12. 

9. The police officer gave us  _____________ to wear.  

10.  We had to cut the paper into tiny _____________. 

11.  We planted six _____________ in our yard.  

12. If you had three _____________, what would you 

wish for?  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 45 – Plural Endings (-s & -es) 

dishes eyes inches stitches 

boxes bushes places pages 

wishes classes glasses riches 

dresses girls taxes houses 

bosses coaches flashes speeches 

months badges pieces lunches 

 

-s -es 

  

 

If the base word ends with _______, _______, _______, or 

_______, you need to add _______ to make it plural. For 

all other words, just add _______ to the end.  
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 46 – Sounds of Past Tense -ed 

passed bumped dusted picked 

rained loaded screamed yelled 

twisted started cleaned melted 
 

1.  My dad and I _____________ the car with all our 

camping gear.  

2. My sister _____________ her ankle when she was 

running. She said it hurt a lot.  

3. We cleaned our house this weekend and 

_____________ every single room.  

4. Our snowman _____________ in the sun.  

5. I _____________ my desk out on the last day of 

school. 

6. I accidentally _____________ in to you in line.  

7. We ____________ McDonald’s on our way to school. 

8. I _____________ out my own pumpkin at the 

pumpkin patch. 

9.  I _____________ really loud so my friends could 

hear me on the other side of the playground. 

10.  My family and I _____________ to put a puzzle 

together this weekend.  

11. Another word for screamed is _____________. 

12. Everything got wet when it _____________.  

13. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 46 – Sounds of Past Tense -ed 

prayed waited picked jumped 

loaded rained needed snowed 

walked screamed melted bumped 

turned missed started passed 

mailed twisted cleaned handed 

dressed dusted yelled asked 

 

/d/ /id/ /t/ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 47 – Long A Homophones 

pail male mail plane 

pale mane main plain 

sail sale pain pane 
 

1. The hair around a lion’s head is called its 

_____________.   

2. The _____________ character in a book is who the 

story is mostly about. 

3. Have you ever been on an air ____________before?  

4. My t-shirt has nothing on it, so it’s _____________. 

5. Ouch! That really hurts! I’m in a lot of ___________ 

6. A sheet of glass in a window is called a __________ 

7. Another word for bucket is _____________. 

8. If your skin doesn’t tan, your skin is _____________ 

9. I got this book on _____________ for only a dollar! 

10. Have you ever been on a _____________ boat? 

11.  A girl is a female and a boy is a _____________. 

12. Did I get a card from Grandma in the ___________? 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 47 – Long A Homophones 

their made hair maize 

maid they’re waste there 

waist maze hare 
 

 

1.  Another word for a rabbit is a _____________. 

2. I woke up late and didn’t have time to do my 

_____________ this morning.  

3. Do you want to play this puzzle and 

_____________ game with me?  

4. Another word for corn is _____________. 

5. Another word for garbage is _____________. 

6. To find out what size pants you wear, you need 

to measure your _____________.  

7. Yesterday, I ____________ a fort in my bedroom. 

8. A _____________ is a person who gets paid to 

clean someone else’s house.  

9. The contraction for they are is: _____________ 

10.  Can you put my pencil over _____________?  

11. What is _____________ teacher’s name?  
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 48 – Long A Homophones 

days daze ate eight 

wade weighed wait weight 

way pear pair pare 
 

1. My favorite fruit is a _____________. 

2. Do you know where my _____________ of scissors 

went? 

3. _____________ means to trim something by cutting 

away the outer edges.  

4. How many _____________ are in a week? 7. 

5. If you are daydreaming, then you’re in a 

_____________.  

6. Can you _____________ until I’m done eating before 

you clean the table off? 

7. How much you weigh is also known as your 

_____________.  

8. Last week I _____________ 61 pounds.  

9. To walk through water means to _____________. 

10.  Which _____________ do I need to go?  

11. I _____________ breakfast at 10 o’clock. 

12.  I am _____________ years old today. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 48 – Long A Homophones 

veins vane stakes steak 

break brake reins reign 

rain bear bare vain 

 

1. I like to play outside in the _____________.  

2. When you go horseback riding, you need to pull 

on the horse’s _____________ to steer.  

3. How long a king rules for is known as his 

_____________.  

4. When you need to stop a car, you push on the 

_____________.  

5. Don’t push that hard on the toy, it will __________ 

6. Your _____________ are below your skin, your 

blood is inside of them. 

7. A wind _____________ is a tool used to tell you 

which way the wind is blowing. 

8. If you’re really full of yourself and think you’re 

the best, then you’re _____________. 

9. My favorite thing to eat for dinner is ___________ 

10.  We put the _____________ in the ground to keep 

the tent from flying away.  

11.  The _____________ went “ROAR”! 

12.  We have no food in the cupboards, they’re 

_____________ 
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow 49 – Long E Homophones 

sees seas sweet suite 

beet beat flee flea 

feet feat heal heel 
 

1. I have two hands and two _____________. 

2. Running a marathon was a huge _____________ to 

accomplish.  

3. To run away quickly means to _____________. 

4. A _____________ is a tiny bug that lives in dogs’ 

hair.  

5. A part of your foot is your _____________. 

6.  In order to get better, the cut must _____________ 

7. I like to listen to music and find the _____________ 

8. A _____________ is a type of vegetable. Have you 

ever ate one?  

9. Christopher Columbus sailed the _____________. 

10.  She _____________ the presents wrapped under 

the Christmas tree.  

11. I like to eat candy because it tastes _____________. 

12. A hotel room with a kitchen in it is known as a 

_____________. 

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 49 – Long E Homophones 

steel steal meet meat 

need kneed creek creak 

scene seen deer dear 

 

1. A baker must _____________ the dough before 

they can bake it.  

2. I _____________ to brush my teeth twice each day. 

3. Did you see the _____________ with the huge 

antlers? I think he was a buck. 

4. Another way to say ‘good friend’, is ____________ 

friend. 

5. Can you _____________ at the park around 5pm? 

6. My favorite kind of _____________ to eat is steak. 

7. Have you _____________ my shoes?  

8. My favorite _____________ in the show was when 

they went to the birthday party and ate cake! 

9. Lock your bike up when you go to the park. If you 

don’t someone might _____________ it. 

10.  The metal part of the table is made of __________ 

11.  My brother and I like to play outside in the 

_____________. We try to catch minnows. 

12.  Do you hear the old floor boards _____________ 

when you walk on them?  
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Name ___________________ 

Yellow50 – Long I & O Homophones 

die dye loan lone 

rose rows by bye 

write right groan grown 
 

1.  I want to _____________ my friend a letter.  

2. Do you write with your _____________ or left hand? 

3. How many _____________ of chairs are set up? 

4. _____________is a multiple meaning word. It’s a 

type or flower and it’s the past tense of rise. 

5. The flowers will _____________ if you don’t water 

them.  

6. What color did you _____________ your t-shirt? 

7. Another word for borrow is _____________. 

8. If there is only one of something, it is the 

_____________ one. Like it’s all alone.  

9. I said _____________ to my friend at the airport.  

10. Do you know if we’ll drive _____________ 

McDonald’s on our way home?  

11. Adults are also known as _____________ ups.  

12. If you don’t want to do something, you may 

_____________ about it.  

Name ___________________ 

Yellow 50 – Long I & O Homophones 

board bored side sighed 

clothes close site sight 

night knight aisle I’ll 

 

1.  My favorite place in the grocery store is the 

candy _____________. 

2. _____________ help you finish your work.  

3. What kind of _____________ do you wear during 

the summer? Shorts and tank tops! 

4. Please _____________ the door so the dog doesn’t 

get out.  

5. Write your name on the front _____________. 

6. I’m so _____________, I have nothing to do. 

7. We put our tent up on the camp_____________. 

8. If you see something really beautiful, you can 

say, “Wow, what a beautiful _____________”! 

9. My brother _____________ when I told him that I 

had to spend the entire day with him. 

10.  Make sure you walk on the _____________ walk 

and not in the middle of the street.  

11. Sleep tight, good _____________! 

12. The _____________ in shining armor fought hard 

to protect his men.  
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